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youll have to click on the arrow to navigate through each category and command. one of the most useful additions to lightroom was the ability to rename the files. this allows for the ability to arrange your images into folders and it also allows for the ability to name the images in a specific way. this is a great way to organize your images. in lightroom, you can change the
name of the file while you are in editing mode. when you are in editing mode you can also change the individual aspects of the image. in lightroom, when youre in editing mode, you can change the individual aspects of the image. in order to contour the cracks to the face, we'll use the liquify filter. activate the texture layer and choose filter>liquify. activate the forward warp
tool in the upper left corner. set the brush density to 25 and the brush pressure to 100. check the show backdrop box and set the opacity to 35. experiment with brush size and paint short, deliberate strokes anywhere where the texture should contour to the face, such as along the nose. keep the adjustments subtle. to make the cracks more dramatic, we'll add a new layer

and use the brush tool to draw thick lines across them. set the brush pressure to 100 and the brush opacity to 50. choose solid colors and paint white along the cracks and at the sides of the face. try for a contrast effect. to create the cracks, we'll use the offset filter. activate the texture layer and choose filter>offset. use the x and y sliders to zero in on the edges of the
cracks and set the offset x to -5. set the offset y to 0. check the glow box and set the opacity to 100. experiment with settings to see what looks good.
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